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Key points
• Since the early 1990s, emerging nations have relied on private capital flows to
finance their potential external disequilibria as aid levels have declined.
• Aid and private capital flows can be bilateral and complementary, or substitutes
or aid may have no impact or strategic influence on private foreign investment.
• Evidence for Argentina and Brazil shows a coincidence between investors and
donors, but no identifiable causal links between the two types of flows apart from
German and Japanese flows to Brazil.
• Private–public partnerships promoting coordination between aid and private
capital flows could create positive incentives for foreign firms and for host governments to meet their production and development aims.

Introduction
At a time when international institutions and governments are rethinking the structure of development financing, the analysis of the relationship between different capital flows becomes particularly relevant. Our
study focuses on the specific relation between foreign direct investment
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(FDI) and official development assistance (ODA). The rationale for the
selection of these particular flows lies in the fact that several international
organisations, such as the OECD and the UNCTAD (OECD 2002, 2005;
UNCTAD 2008), have called for the adoption of measures to take advantage of the potential interaction between ODA and FDI.
Our goal is to contribute to an analysis that is paramount for international organisations and governments. The current deep financial crisis
in countries that have traditionally acted as donors, and an almost simultaneous, although gradual, shift of the geopolitical and geo-economic
arena, call for new analysis of ODA flows and their relationship with other
financial flows.
From the perspective of political economy, the existence of such a
relationship would indicate some sort of coordinated interaction between
the private and the public sector in the donor/host economies. In fact, an
increasing number of surveys sugThere is evidence that
gest that foreign aid does not flow
governments support foreign
precisely where it is most needed,
direct investment outflows to
but where it is needed and where
advance economic, political
it is politically convenient for the
and strategic interests.
donor government (Alesina &
Dollar 2000; Berthelemy 2006; Fenny & McGillivray 2008; Hoeffler &
Outram 2008). Our inquiry is in line with the more general question of
whether aid is propelled by donors’ interests or recipients’ needs. These
surveys generally support the idea that historical and trade ties play a crucial role in aid allocation (Kpodar & Goff 2012).
On the other hand, according to Dunning and Lundan (2008), there is
recent and increasing evidence of home governments supporting FDI outflows to advance economic, political and strategic interests. Consequently,
if both flows are complements, it would be important to analyse whether
ODA opens the door to private capital flows or private capital flows call for
ODA to solve possible host country deficiencies such as the lack of proper
infrastructure.
However, if ODA and FDI are substitutes, the aforementioned interaction between private and public sector could somehow be coordinated so
as to efficiently allocate ODA when and where is more necessary, in line
with the OECD and the UNCTAD proposals.
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